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Tuuci parasols set the style for shade and add  

another dimension to Terrace Life, Landscape Forms’ 

lifestyle furniture for terraces, rooftops and other 

protected spaces. 



Tuuci parasols are contemporary in form,  

smart in function and versatile in application.  

All four versions offered by Landscape Forms  

provide elegant opportunities for creating shade 

and defining social space. Manufactured of  

premium quality materials that stand up to the  

elements, they are robust and refined, built to  

perform beautifully in any environment. The 7½' 

square and 10' hexagonal parasols have center 

poles for use with dining tables or as stand-alone 

elements. 10' square cantilevered parasols in  

single and dual versions provide broad cover for 

group dining, deep seating areas and public  

commons. created by a designer with decades  

of experience in boatbuilding, they are designed 

and engineered for strength, durability and fluidity 

of movement. cantilever models have a pulley  

and piston mechanism that makes them easy to 

operate and all parasols have a modular polymer 

hub that enables ready replacement of parts. 
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Double stack combo G-plate
120 lbs

18” dia / 24” dia

Double stack combo G-plate
150 lbs

18” dia / 30” dia

G-plate anchor
Triple stack 600 lbs

36” sq / 36” sq / 36” sq cover

Bases and Cover

7.5’ Square / W: 88.5” H: 98.5”

10’ Hexagon / W: 125.5” D: 108.5” H: 98.5”

Cantilever Auto-Lift 10’ Square
W: 120.25” D: 127” H: 105.75”

Dual Cantilever Auto-Lift 10’X20’ Square
W: 250.75” D: 120.25” H: 105.75”

Ocean Master Classic

Ocean Master Max


